
LRC 108 End-of-Semester Student Survey

Please answer the following survey with respect to the course you are currently participating in. If you are in more than one

course in this room, you will be asked to fill this out more than once and we would ask that your responses be tailored to each

course experience.

In which course were you a student during the Winter 2012 semester?

 General Impressions

   

No/Very

Negative  

Intermediate

Response  

Yes/Very

Positive

Having a course in LRC 108 was very different from most of my courses   

The technology in the room was easy for me to use   

The technology in the room was interesting/fun to use   

The technology in the room helped me learn   

The instructor used the technology to effectively enhance class activities   

I was more attentive and involved than in courses offered in traditional

classrooms
  

This course was more work than my classes in regular classrooms   

Specific Classroom Elements

 

Rate your overall opinion of the usefulness of each of the following in supporting your learning.

 

   

No/Very

Negative  

Intermediate

Response  

Yes/Very

Positive

Not

Applicable

Round tables   

White boards on all walls   

Dual large projection screens   

Large monitors for each student table   

Ability for students to toggle which laptop displays on table monitors   

SMART board technology (write on capability on monitors)   

Instructor station extra monitor   

SMART interactive tablet for instructor (write on capability)   

Student microphones   

Instructor microphone   

Student document cameras   

Instructor document cameras   

Responseware (computer based “clickers”)   

Instructor wireless presenter (remote control for slides)   

Technology Reliability

   

No/Very

Negative  

Intermediate

Response  

Yes/Very

Positive

The technology in the room worked when we needed it   

In-Class Interaction
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No/Very

Negative  

Intermediate

Response  

Yes/Very

Positive

I interacted a lot with my instructor during the class period   

I interacted a lot with other students during the class period   

Satisfaction

   

No/Very

Negative  

Intermediate

Response  

Yes/Very

Positive

I like this room, but was not happy with the course itself   

I liked my course, but I did not like this room   

This course was a good fit for this classroom   

I would like to take another course in this room in the future   

I would recommend that other students take a course in this room   

Comments
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